Instructions for ASSEMBLY and DISASSEMBLY of Temple Inclination
1. DISASSEMBLING THE TEMPLE

Place disassembly stick as close as possible to the inside of the hinge.

Fold temple and press together directly behind disassembly stick.

(pictured red disassembly tool AC 336 not currently available)

(pictured red disassembly tool AC 336 not currently available)
2. ASSEMBLING OF TEMPLE

Support temple firmly by placing on the edge of a flat surface.

NOTE: Place pressure only on flat surface, not on lens fixation or decoration part.

Place opening of hook and decoration part in the same position.
3. ASSEMBLING OF TEMPLE

Press in hook on hinge from the top down.
4. ADJUSTMENT OF INCLINATION

Hold lens fixation firmly.
TIP: Use universal mounting pliers for extra support.

1. Open temple up entirely
2. Incline trim area
3. Hold temple with decoration part firmly.